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Ms. Kulsum observes James moving his crayon round and around. Ms. Kulsum holds up a circular stacking shape and shows James. Pointing to the shape and then his marks on his paper, she asks, “Is that the same?” James nods his head yes.
Groups of 5’s and 7’s

Hazel practices math operations using unifix cubes. She lines the cubes up by color and then groups of 5’s. “What if you add 2 more cubes to each tower?” Hazel adds the 2 matching cubes to each individual tower and begins to count. “1-2-3-4-5-6...7!”
Cade begins construction on his state of the art garage. After testing it out with his tractor, he decides to add on to it. He adds a “beach house”, “a house for Ms. Simone” and “a beach”.

Garage Makeovers!
Important updates:

- If you will drop off between 10-4pm, please call to let us know so we will meet you outside.
- We will encourage the children to wear a mask but not force them to.

Gentle Reminder:

We ask that parents **wear their masks** as they approach the sign in/out table.

We are a **NUT-FREE** center so please be sure to check food items for nuts. We want to ensure we keep everyone safe and healthy while having fun!

**Water Play Days** will be: Wednesdays and Fridays!